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Attitudes to M&A Survey – Summary Results

30 July 2020

Thank you for completing our Attitudes to M&A Survey!
We had surveys completed from all over the world – mostly from Technology-based on consulting firms
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Achieving a fair valuation in the current market is easily the biggest concern
We asked about people’s concerns about entering an M&A process post-Covid

Concerns about M&A post-Covid

Relative Importance Ranking (max = 6)
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Achieving a valuation that reflects the true
value of the business

• Easily
the
biggest
concern,
irrespective of sector, geography,
service line or company size

Finding the right home

• In current deals, to date, we have
seen minimal impact on headline
valuations – negotiations have
centred primarily on deal structure
(e.g. earn-outs not starting until six
months after signing)

Losing focus on running my business just when
I need to most
Being confident enough in current and future
trading

• Detailed points around valuation
were also by far the biggest set of
questions
raised
by
survey
respondents

Completing the deal without disruption

Getting alignment from shareholders
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Most people are negative about the health and economic backdrop; more
uncertain about M&A conditions
We asked whether you thought there are any potential positives for M&A
Potential Positives for M&A
% of Responses
The worst of the health emergency
has passed

C-19 has provided a short-term
benefit to my business

• Respondents are undecided about M&A
conditions. We see an overwhelming
majority
of
our
usual
sector
buyers/investors active in the market,
chasing fewer high quality businesses than
six months ago – but this isn’t reflected in
your attitudes

C-19 will strengthen tailwinds for
my firm long term
Most buyers and investors are
active in the market
There is a shortage of high quality
businesses for sale

• A substantial minority see the risks of
delaying a deal outweighing the benefits of
waiting – this is particularly prevalent in UK
market, possibly reflecting fears around
removal of capital gains tax differentials,
and the compounding uncertainty of Brexit

The risks of delaying a deal
outweigh the benefits
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Disagree

are

• Most people are pessimistic about economic
recovery – with any longer-term ‘tailwind’
benefits very uncertain

I expect a strong 'V-shaped'
economic recovery

Strongly Disagree

• A near-majority of respondents
negative about the health emergency

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree
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Respondents reported impact of Covid-19 across almost all sectors and
regions, with some pockets of strength
We asked about the impact of Covid-19 on your trading and business development
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Strongly
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Backlog/Pipeline – majority of firms impacted

Financial – the biggest impact has been on top-line

Strongly
Positive

Sales Pipeline

• Most firms that responded has impacts in one or more metrics – again, largely independent of region and sector
• The most positive firms are engaged in e-commerce, software development, cyber, cloud and related technology services, as well as engineering
• Management consulting firm owners reported fairly broad impacts (despite many resources being able to ‘work from home’)
• Businesses focused on human capital (training, leadership development, recruitment) reported the highest impacts
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Despite the negative backdrop, most owners planning M&A events are not
expecting to delay their process
We asked whether Covid-19 would impact your plans to enter an M&A process

Impact of Covid-19 on M&A plans1
• It appears most owners are looking ahead from current
challenges and retaining (or making only small adjustments) to
their strategic M&A plans

Delayed
Delayed one indefinitely
to three
years

Delayed six
months to a
year

• For many owners, we believe taking this calculated risk is worth
considering given levels of uncertainty in the economy, future
development of the pandemic, and government reactions (e.g.
tax on sale proceeds)
• We have already observed an increase in new sellers in our
dealflow (and have record levels of activity on buyside), which
we expect to continue

No Delay

• Our team has also increasingly fielded enquiries from owners
exploring partial sales with financial investors – reflecting
shareholders wanting to realize some equity at current prices
(partially derisking personal assets after the Covid-19 shock),
and re-capitalize their firms for growth
1. Excludes ~40% of respondents that were not planning an M&A event
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The global Knowledge Economy M&A and strategic advisory firm
Equiteq leverages its long-term engagement model and deep Knowledge Economy expertise to advise clients in the maximisation
of their equity value, with our truly global presence allowing us to provide either a local or cross-border team
Long-term engagement model

Prepare

Why Equiteq is best-placed to deliver value to our clients

Multi-year or short-term engagement prior to a desired
outcome

Global buyer relationships
Regular contact with an extensive database of global buyers and
investors

Sell

Full or partial sale to a strategic buyer or financial
investor
Extensive industry experience
Assessed >1,000 clients in the Knowledge Economy and
advised >500 clients on equity growth strategy

Growing equity, realizing value
Market knowledge

50 employees

Boston
New York

6 offices

>15 years working exclusively with companies in the
global Knowledge Economy

London
Paris
Singapore

Sector-specific M&A expertise
>100 completed transactions and many live mandates globally
in the market, meaning regular dialogue with buyers

4 continents
Sydney
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Further help

For a confidential discussion, please make contact with today’s panellists:

David Jorgenson
CEO
Tel: +1 212 256-1120 x101
Mobile: +1 716 512-2127
david.jorgenson@equiteq.com
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Paul Dondos
Managing Director
Tel: +44 203 651 0622
Mobile: +44 7384 254 200
paul.dondos@equiteq.com

Jerome Glynn-Smith
Managing Director
Tel: +44 203 651 0617
Mobile: +44 7415 534 557
jerome.glynn-smith@equiteq.com
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Alexandre Steiner
Managing Director
Tel: +33 173053904
Mobile: +33 603014591
alexandre.steiner@equiteq.com

Greg Fincke
Managing Director
Tel: +1 212 256-1120 x102
Mobile: +1 917 828-5090
greg.fincke@equiteq.com
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